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ON COMPLETE I N D E P E N D E N C E OF CERTAIN 
SETS OF POSTULATES FOR FIELDS* 

BY N. H. MCCOY 

1. Introduction. Definitions of a field by sets of independent 
postulates have been given by a number of authors,f but in 
most cases the question of complete independence in the sense 
of E. H. Moore % has not been considered. The primary purpose 
of this note is to present a method which may be used to ad
vantage in the study of complete independence of any set of 
field postulates except those which contain a postulate specify
ing the cardinal number of the system as a given finite numbef. 
The method will be presented by applying it to establish the 
complete independence of a set of seven postulates, essentially 
the Definition 1 of Huntington. § In §4 a very short proof of the 
complete independence of Hurwitz's| | five postulates for fields 
is also given. This set was previously shown by Bernstein^ to 
be completely independent. 

2. The Seven Postulates. Let K be a set of undefined elements 
a, b, c, - - - . We assume the existence of two uniquely defined 
binary operations 0 and O on the elements of K as well as an 
equality O which is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.** The 
system [K, 0 , O, O ] will be a field if it has the following seven 
properties :ft 

* Presented to the Society, December 29, 1932. 
f For a list of references see a recent article by W. A. Hurwitz, Annals of 

Mathematics, (2), vol. 33 (1932), pp. 403-405. See also an abstract by C. R. 
Worth, this Bulletin, vol. 38 (1932), p. 350. 

J E. H. Moore, Introduction to a Form of General Analysis, New Haven 
Mathematical Colloquium, Yale University Press, p. 82. 

§ E. V. Huntington, Transactions of this Society, vol. 4 (1903), pp. 31-37. 
|| W. A. Hurwitz, Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 15 (1913), pp. 93-100. 
If B. A. Bernstein, Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 23 (1921-22), pp. 313-

316. 
** See, for example, O. Haupt, Einfiihrung in die Algebra, vol. 1, p. 2. For 

non-equality, we shall say "does not •©-." 
f t E. V. Huntington, loc. cit., p. 34. This set of properties is the Definition 1 

of Huntington with the exception that P6 is made slightly stronger in state
ment. This set was later modified by Huntington; see Transactions of this So
ciety, vol. 6 (1905), pp. 181-193. 
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P I . If a, b, c, a®b, b@c, and a 0 & ( 0 c ) belong to K, then 

(aeô)eceae(ôec). 
P2. If a, 6, and 6©a belong to K, then #©&©•&©#. 
P3. If a and 5 belong to K, there is an element x of X such 

thataQxOb. 
P4. If a, b, c, aQb, bQc, and a O (bQc) belong to K, then 

(a(Db)OcOaO(bQc). 
PS. If a, J, böa belong to i£, then aQbObQa, 
P6. If a and b belong to K and a®a does not 0 a , there is an 

element y of K such that aOyO-b. 
P7. If a, 5, c, &©£, aQb, aQc, and (aO&)0(a©c) belong to 

K, then a 0 ( ô 0 c ) e ( a O ô ) 0 ( a O c ) . 
We shall now show that this set of properties is completely 

independent. 

3. Proof of Complete Independence. To establish the complete 
independence of the above seven properties we need to show the 
existence of 27 systems having each of the possible characters 
with respect to these properties. Each of the systems used be
low is an infinite system and each one is actually closed with 
respect to the operations © and O. 

Let Si denote a system [Ki, ( + )*, ( • )», ( = );]> a n d let 
a», bi, • • • denote elements of Kiy (i= 1, 2, • • • ). We now de
fine the multiple system (Si, Sj, • • • , S&), formed from the 
component systems Si, Sj, • • • , Skj and consisting of all ele
ments of the form (a», a3-, • • • , a*,). The symbols ©, O, O for 
this multiple system will be denoted by [ + ] , [• ] and [ = ] re
spectively, and are defined as follows: 

(di, a;, • • • , a*) [+](&», bj, - • • , 6*) 

is the element 

(ai(+)ibi, aj(+)3bj, • • • , ak(+)kbk); 

(aif ah • • • , afc) [•](&*, 6/, • • • , 6*) 

is the element 

(di(')ibi, aj(')jbj, • • • , ak(-)kbk); 

(di, dh • • • , a*)[=](6», 6/, • • • , bk) 

means 
ai( = )ibi, dj{ = )jbj, • • • , ak{ = )kbk* 
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The following theorems are now evident. 

THEOREM 1. If any one of the component systems Si, S)-, • • • ,Sk 
does not have property Pr, the multiple system (Si, Sj, • • • , Sk) 
does not have property Pr, (r = 1, 2, • • • , 7). 

THEOREM 2. If each of the component systems Si, Sj, • • • , Sk 

has property Pr, ( r ^ ó ) , the multiple system (Si, Sj, • • • , Sk) also 
has this property. 

In order to state the corresponding theorem for P6, we make 
use of the following two auxiliary properties: 

I. If a belongs to K, then a®aOa. 
II . If a and b belong to K, there exists an element y of K such 

that aGy-Ob. 
We now prove the following theorem. 

THEOREM 3. If each of the component systems Si, Sj, • • • , Sk 
has property P6, the system (Siy Sj, - • • , Sk) also has this prop
erty if (1) each of the component systems has property I, or (2) 
each of the component systems has property II , or (3) some one of 
the component systems has neither of the properties I and II and 
the remaining ones have both these properties. 

It is readily verified that the multiple system (Si, Sj, - • - , Sk) 
has property P6 in cases (1) and (2). In case (3) suppose that 
Si has neither property I nor property II. If 

(ai9 ah • • - , « * ) [ • ](yiy y„ • • • , yk) [= ](6», bu • • • , h) 

admits no solution for (yi, yif • • • , 3^), then the equation 
ai( ' )iyi( — )ibi admits no solution in Ki, and since Si has 
property P6, we must have a t-(+)iai(=)»ai. Hence 

(a,-, ay, • • • , a*)[+](ö,-, au • • • , ak)[=](ai, ah • • • , ak), 

and the multiple system thus has property P6. 
The table defines ten systems which are fundamental in our 

proof of the complete independence of the seven properties. 
Henceforth, as in the table, Si will denote a system which has 
each of the seven properties with the exception of Pi, Sij a sys
tem which has neither of the properties Pi and Pj but each of 
the other properties. Thus systems Si, S2, • • • , S7 show the 
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ordinary independence of the set.* The last column of the table 
gives the character of each system with respect to properties 
I and II , and is for convenience in applying Theorem 3. 

By means of Theorems 1 and 2 we can construct at once from 
Si, S2, • • • , S7 a system not having property P6 but having any 
given combination of the remaining properties. For if we wish, 
for example, a system having each of the properties with the ex
ception of P I , P5 , and P6, we have merely to use the system 
(Su SO, SQ). This disposes of the 64 systems which do not have 
property P6 and henceforth we shall only consider systems 
which have this property. 

T A B L E OF FUNDAMENTAL SYSTEMS 

System 

Si 

s2 
S3 

S4 

s6 
Se 

s7 
S34 

S45 

S47 

K 

Positive reals 
Positive rationals 
Positive rationals 
Number pairs 
a=(ai, a2), withax , 

a2 rational 

Rationals 
Rationals 
Rationals 
Same as in S4 

Rationals 
Rationals 

a 0 & 

+ (abyi* 
b 

a+b 

(ai+bh a2+b2) 

a+b 
a+b 
a+b 
(0,0) 

a+b 
a+b 

a(Db 

ab 
ab 
ab 

(aibi-a2b2} 

—a\b2—a2b\) 
b 
0 

a+b 
Same as in S4 

-b 
~(a+b) 

a-Ob 

a = b 
a = b 
a — b 

[a\ = b\ 
\a2 = b2 

a = b 
a — b 
a — b 

Same as 
inS4 
a — b 
a — b 

I I I 

+ + 
+ + 
- + 

— — 

- + 
— — 

- + 
— — 

- + 
- + 

Now each of the systems Si, S2, S3, S5, S7 has property II , 
and by Theorem 3, property P6 will be present in any multiple 
system constructed from them. We can therefore, as above, con
struct a system which has properties P6 and P4 and any com
bination of the remaining properties. Hence in order to establish 
complete independence we only need to exhibit 32 systems 
having property P6 and not having property P4 but admitting 
each possible character with respect to the remaining five 
properties. 

* The systems Si, S2, S3, S4 were used by Huntington (loc. cit.), the last 
of these being due to Dickson. Systems S5, Se, S7 were used by Bernstein 
(loc. cit.). 
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If 5 denotes any one of these 32 remaining systems and if it 
has property P I , then the system (Si, 5) will be a system having 
the same character as 5 with the exception that property P I is 
absent. This is true by Theorem 3 as 5i has both properties 
I and II . A similar statement holds for property P2. Thus the 
existence of the remaining 32 systems will have been established 
when we exhibit the eight systems having properties P I , P2, and 
P6 and not having property P4 but having each combination of 
the other properties. It may be verified that the following eight 
systems satisfy these requirements: 54, 534, 545, 547, (53, 54s), 
(Ss, 547), (£45, ^7), and (53, 5s, 547). This completes the proof of 
the complete independence of the seven properties. 

4. Complete Independence of Hurwitz's Five Postulates. Hur-
witz* has given a definition of a field by means of a set of five 
postulates, which are our P3, Pô, P7, and the following two: 

P12. If a, b, c, a®b, c®b, and a 0 ( c © 5 ) belong to K, then 

(aeô)eceae(ceô). 
P45. If a, b, c, aOb, cQb, and aO(cOb) belong to K, then 

(aOb)OcOaO(cOb). 
I t is seen that Theorems 1,2, and 3 hold also for this set of 

five properties. Ordinary independence is shown by the systems 
53, 56, 57, 5i, and 5Ö. But with the exception of 56 each of these 
systems has property II . Hence it is easily verified that any 
multiple system formed from these will have no one of the prop
erties which is lacking in any of the component systems and will 
have each property which is present in each component system. 
From the above five systems we can therefore form at once a 
multiple system having any desired combination of the five 
properties. Thus the set is completely independent. Another 
proof of this fact has been given by Bernstein.f 

SMITH COLLEGE 

* W. A. Hurwitz, Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 15 (1913), pp. 93-100. 
t Loc. cit. See also this Bulletin, vol. 28 (1922), pp. 397-399. 


